
 

 

Acorny Thank You & Leaflets Framelits Card 
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You may create this look with any framelit, punch or die and for any season or reason! 
 
Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Acorny Thank You (139718) 

 Card Stock & Paper: Very Vanilla (101650), Watercolor Paper (122959) & Gold 
Glimmer Paper (133719) 

 Ink: Mossy Meadow Stampin’ Pad (133645); Ink Refills: Hello Honey (133649), 
Blackberry Bliss (133648), Tip Top Taupe (138330), Tangelo Twist (133652) & Mossy 
Meadow (133651) 

 Miscellaneous: Woodgrain Textured Impressions Embossing Folder (127821); Bitty 
Banner Framelits (129267), Leaflets Framelits (138283), Gold Stampin’ Glitter 
(133457), Gold 1/8” Ribbon (134583), Gold Sequin Trim (132983), Multipurpose Liquid 
Glue (110755); Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), spray bottle with water 
  

Measurements: 

 Very Vanilla card base: 4-1/4” x 11, scored at 5-1/2”  

 Gold Glimmer layer: 3-3/4” x 5” 

 Very Vanilla layer to be embossed: 3-1/2” x 4-3/4” 

 Scraps of Very Vanilla and Gold Glimmer paper for sentiment 

 Ribbons: each about 5-6” 
 
Instructions (refer to additional photos below): 

1. Using spray bottle, and in an area that you don’t mind getting wet (I recommend the 
kitchen and a silicone cutting board or any surface that is easily washable), spray both 
sides of a sheet of watercolor paper and lay flat on silicone mat. 



 

 

2. Without letting the paper dry too much, drop a single drop of an ink refill in a few (4-5) 
random spots on the wet watercolor paper. If the ink pools into a single spot, lightly 
(and from a bit above) spritz again to allow it to flow outwards. Repeat for each color 
but take care to not overwater to have all the colors mixing into one. Just take one step 
at a time and let the magic happen. Allow to dry overnight. It should look similar to the 
image below when wet. 

3. While paper is drying, stamp sentiment using Mossy Meadow on Very Vanilla scrap. 
Cut out with Framelit. Adhere to a scrap of Gold Glimmer paper then fussy cut (by 
hand) a border to make a layer. 

4. Using small Very Vanilla piece, run through Big Shot with Woodgrain embossing 
folder. 

5. Adhere the embossed piece to the Gold Glimmer layer. 
6. Using Dimensionals, adhere that layer piece to the front of the card. 
7. When watercolor paper dry, die cut leaves wherever you feel the colors look best (see 

image below). 
8. Using the narrow tip of the Multipurpose Liquid Glue dot or streak the very edges of a 

leaf then shake on gold glitter. Gently shake off excess and allow to dry. Repeat with 
all leaves (you only need 3 for this card but you may want to just prep the extras while 
you’re all glittery). 

9. Choose your favorite 3 leaves and fan them out with their stems overlapping. Tie 
ribbons around to hold together. Trim excess. 

10. Put 1 dimensional onto the back of each leaf, fan out and adhere to front of card. 
11. Using Multipurpose Liquid Glue, adhere sentiment to stem of leaves just above ribbon. 
 

Wet vs. dry 
 

 
 


